Abstract. In the present paper we give a positive answer to some questions posed in [30] on the existence of positive Lyapunov exponents for Hamiltonian linear differential systems. We prove that there exists an open and dense set of Hamiltonian linear differential systems, over a suspension flow with bounded roof function, displaying at least one positive Lyapunov exponent. In consequence, typical cocycles over a uniformly hyperbolic flow are chaotic. Finally, we obtain similar results for cocycles over flows preserving an ergodic, hyperbolic measure with local product structure.
1. Introduction 1.1. The setting. Let M denote a d-dimensional compact Hausdorff space M , X t : M Ñ M a continuous flow and H : M Ñ spp2ℓ, Rq a continuous, sometimes smooth map, where spp2ℓ, Rq denotes the Hamiltonian Lie algebra of 2ℓˆ2ℓ traceless matrices H and with entries over the reals such that JH`H T J " 0, where
denotes the skew-symmetric matrix, 1 ℓ is the ℓ-dimensional identity matrix and H T stands for the transpose matrix of H. Given any x P M , the solution uptq " Φ t H pxq of the non-autonomous linear differential equation B t uptq " HpX t p¨qq¨uptq, with initial condition Φ 0 H pxq " 1 2ℓ , is a linear flow which evolves in the symplectic linear group spp2ℓ, Rq. The transversal linear Poincaré flow (see [6, §2.3] ) of a Hamiltonian flow defined in a p2ℓ`2q-dimensional manifold and such that }B t X t pxq| t"0 } " }Xpxq} " 0 for all regular points x, like e.g. the Hamiltonian geodesic flow, is the common example of a non-autonomous Hamiltonian linear differential system.
The framework of Hamiltonian linear differential systems is a good start if one aims to understand the behavior of the dynamical linear differential system (see §2.3 for details) associated to a given Hamiltonian flow. However, the linear differential systems keeps the independent relation between the base and fiber dynamics which is a natural counterweight to its great generality. In other words we are able to perturb the fiber keeping unchanged the base dynamical system (or vice-versa) but on the other hand we allow a vast number of symplectic actions in the fiber. We should keep in mind that any perturbation in the action of the fiber of a dynamical linear differential system should begin with a perturbation in the dynamical system itself which, in general, cause extra difficulties.
1.2. Lyapunov exponents. Given a linear differential system H over a flow X t the Lyapunov exponents detect if there are any exponential asymptotic behavior on the evolution of the timecontinuous cocycle Φ t H along orbits (cf. [3] ). If the flow is over a fixed point then Hptq " H is constant, hence the Lyapunov exponents are exactly the logarithm of the real parts of the eigenvalues of H. In general, the eigenvalues of the matrix Hptq are meaningless if one aims to study the asymptotic solutions. Under certain measure preserving assumptions on X t and integrability of log }Φ 1 H } the existence of Lyapunov exponents for almost every point is guaranteed
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by Oseledets' theorem ([24] ). Non-zero Laypunov exponents assure, in average, exponential rate of divergence or convergence of two neighboring trajectories, whereas zero exponents give us the lack of any kind of average exponential behavior. A flow is said to be nonuniformly hyperbolic if its Lyapunov exponents associated to the dynamical linear differential system given by the transversal linear Poincaré flow, are all different from zero. The corresponding definitions for the discrete-time case are completely analogous. A central question in dynamical systems is to determine whether we have non-zero Lyapunov exponents for the original dynamics and some or the majority of nearby systems, an answer that usually depends on the smoothness and richness of the dynamical system, among other aspects.
1.3. State of the art. Concerning with continuous flows over compact Hausdorff spaces, and motivated by the works by Bochi and Viana [10, 11] for discrete dynamical systems, the first author proved in [4, 5] that there exists a residual R, i.e. a C 0 -dense G δ , such that any conservative linear differential system in R yields the dichotomy: either the Oseledets decomposition along the orbit of almost every point has a weak form of hyperbolicity called dominated splitting or else the spectrum is trivial mean that all the Lyapunov exponents vanish. The main idea behind the proof of these results, also used by Novikov [23] and by Mañé [22] , is to use the absence of dominated splitting to cause a decay of the Lyapunov exponents by perturbing the system rotating Oseledets' subspaces thus mixing different expansion rates.
Other approaches were given in [9] where it was proved abundance of trivial spectrum but with respect to L p topologies for a large class of linear differential systems.
In this work we are interested in proving abundance of non-zero Lyapunov exponents. In fact, a major breakthrough in the analysis of the Lyapunov exponents of Hölder continuous cocycles over nonuniformly hyperbolic base map was obtained in an outstanding paper by Viana [30] and our purpose here is to contribute to the better understanding of the ergodic theory of Hamiltonian linear differential systems and to answer some of the questions raised in that article, namely part of Problem 6 in [30, pp. 678 ]. More precisely, we generalize to the setting of Hamiltonian linear differential systems the results obtained by Viana [30] for conservative cocycles and extended to symplectic cocycles in [8] . Our approach is quite different from [30, 8] mainly because the extension of many results concerning discrete dynamical systems to the time-continuous setting is usually far from being immediate and there is no direct approach to translate results from both settings as we will now discuss. First, it is proven that fiber-bunched cocycles admit center dynamics called holonomies. Then, using a generalization of Ledrappier's criterium ( [21] ), Viana proved that zero Lyapunov exponents correspond to a highly non-generic condition on the system A: conditional measures associated to invariant measures for the cocycle are preserved under holonomies. Finally, for slpd, Rq-cocycles the map A Þ Ñ H A,x,y is a submersion and this leads to show that the set of cocycles A P C r,ν pM, slpd, Rqq satisfying the later is a closed subset of empty interior. The case of spp2ℓ, Rq-symplectic cocycles have more subtleties as pointed out by Viana [30, page 678] , since the fundamental and elegant lemma asserting that the holonomy maps are submersions as function of A P C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq fails to be true because the symplectic group spp2ℓ, Rq has dimension ℓp2ℓ`1q which is smaller than the necessary dimension 2ℓp2ℓ´1q, pℓ ě 2q. This lead to the question of understanding which groups can be taken to obtain non-trivial spectrum. In [8] we used a symplectic perturbative approach in small neighborhoods of heteroclinic points to show that every cocycle A is C r`ν -approximated by open sets of symplectic cocycles so that unstable holonomies remain unchanged while stable holonomies are modified in order not to satisfy a rigid condition.
Here we deal with the time-continuous setting. First we address the case of suspension flows (as a model to flows that admit a global cross-section) and then deal with general non-uniformly hyperbolic flows. The strategy used to prove the result for Hamiltonian linear differential systems over suspension flows is to make a reduction to the discrete-time case by considering an induced cocycle in the fiber that also depends on the roof function.
The time-continuous results do not follow immediately from the discrete-time ones. Actually, in spite of perturbing the discrete-time cocycles B P C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq in order to make the cocycle in some sense typical situation, our perturbations (see §4.3) are on the space of its infinitesimal generators or, more accurately, on the Hamiltonian linear differential system H P C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Rqq generating a fundamental solution Φ t H over the suspension flow pX t q t . One of the main difficulties is really to analyze the variation of the holonomies for the reduced cocycle Ψ H (see Section §3.2) as a function of the infinitesimal generators H. On the other hand, one could hope that it is possible to obtain a proof of the discrete corresponding theorems for flows by reducing to the time-one diffeomorphism f " X 1 . This is known as the embedding problem: given a diffeomorphism can it be embedded as the time-one map of a flow? However, it is wellknown that C 1 diffeomorphisms that embed in C 1 flows form a nowhere dense set (see [25] ). The general case of flows, not necessarily suspensions, is more subtle.
As usually, the study of the hyperbolic map projected in the normal bundle and also the analysis of induced return maps is of great help.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present some useful definitions and state our main results. We collect some preliminary results on hyperbolic and suspension flows and Lyapunov exponents of induced cocycles in Section 3, while the proofs of the main results are given in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 4 we treat the Hamiltonian linear differential systems in the particular case when the base dynamics evolve in a suspension flow and, finally, in Section 5 we obtain the full statement for Hamiltonian linear differential systems over general flows.
Some definitions and statement of the main results

2.1.
Hamiltonian linear differential systems. Let ω be a symplectic form, i.e., a closed and nondegenerate 2-form. We endow the vector space K 2ℓ with ω and we say that the linear map A : K 2ℓ Ñ K 2ℓ is symplectic if A˚ω " ω, that is ωpu, vq " ωpApuq, Apvqq for all u, v P K 2ℓ . The ℓ-times wedging ω^ω^¨¨¨^ω is a volume-form on K 2ℓ (see e.g. [27, Lemma 1.3] ). We identify the symplectic linear automorphisms with the set of matrices and denote by spp2ℓ, Rq (ℓ ě 1), the group of 2ℓˆ2ℓ matrices A and with real entries satisfying A T JA " J.
Given a subspace S Ă K 2ℓ we denote its ω-orthogonal complement by S K which is defined by those vectors u P K 2ℓ such that ωpu, vq " 0, for all v P S. Clearly dimpS K q " 2ℓ´dimpSq. When, for a given subspace S Ă K 2ℓ , we have that ω| SˆS is non-degenerate (say S K X S " t 0u), then S is said to be a symplectic subspace. We say that the basis te 1 , ..., e ℓ , e1, ...elu is a symplectic base of K 2ℓ if ωpe i , e j q " 0, for all j "î and ωpe i , eîq " 1. Now, we begin by describing the set of time-continuous Hamiltonian linear differential systems which are also called Hamiltonian skew-product flows. Let spp2ℓ, Kq, ℓ ě 1, denote the symplectic Lie algebra and let C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq denote the Banach space of C r`ν linear differential systems with values on the Lie algebra spp2ℓ, Kq. Given H P C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq and a smooth flow X t : M Ñ M , for each x P M we consider the non-autonomous linear differential equation 2.2. Multiplicative ergodic theorem. If µ is a X t -invariant probability measure such that log }Φ˘1 H } P L 1 pµq then it follows from Oseledets' multiplicative ergodic theorem ( [24] ) that for µ-almost every x there exists a decomposition
, called, the Oseledets splitting, and for 1 ď i ď kpxq there are well defined real numbers
called the Lyapunov exponents associated to H, X t and x. It is well known that, if µ is ergodic, then the Lyapunov exponents are almost everywhere constant. Since we are dealing with symplectic cocycles and spp2ℓ, Rq Ă slp2ℓ, Rq, this implies that ř kpxq i"1 λ i pH, X t , xq " 0. Notice that the spectrum of a symplectic linear transformation is symmetric with respect to the x-axis and to S 1 . In fact, if σ P C is an eigenvalue with multiplicity m so is σ´1, σ and σ´1 keeping the same multiplicity (see e.g. [27, Proposition 1.5]). Therefore, since Lyapunov exponents come in pairs in the symplectic setting, then λ i pH, X t , xq "´λ 2ℓ´i`1 pH, X t , xq :"´λîpH, X t , xq for all i P t1, ..., ℓu. So, not counting the multiplicity and abreviating λpH, X t , xq " λpxq, we have the increasing set of real numbers, λ 1 pxq ě λ 2 pxq ě ... ě λ ℓ pxq ě 0 ě´λ ℓ pxq ě ... ě´λ 2 pxq ě´λ 1 pxq, or, equivalently,
Associated to the Lyapunov exponents we have the Oseledets splitting
When, for a given subspace S Ă K d , we have that ω| SˆS is non-degenerate, then S is said to be a symplectic subspace. The following two basic results were proved in [8, Section 3] .
Lemma 2.1. Assume that x is an Oseledets µ-regular point with 2ℓ distinct Lyapunov exponents and with Oseledets decomposition in 1-dimensional subspaces
Then, there exists a symplectic basis te 1 , ..., e ℓ , e1, ...elu in the fiber over x formed by the invariant directions given by (2.3). Furthermore, the 2-dimensional subspace E i ' Eî is symplectic.
Lemma 2.2. Assume that x is an Oseledets µ-regular point with some zero Lyapunov exponent. Then, the associated invariant Oseledets subspace corresponding to the zero Lyapunov exponent has even dimension and it is symplectic.
2.3.
The dynamical linear differential system and invariant manifold theory. Let X t : M Ñ M be a nonuniformly hyperbolic flow, that is, a flow such that all the Lyapunov exponents of its dynamical linear differential system DX t (i.e. the one given by its tangent map) are different from zero, except, of course, the flow direction which has always zero Lyapunov exponent. Assume that there exists a set N Ă M of regular points with some negative Lyapunov exponents for X t . For a full detailed exposition about the formalism of Lyapunov exponents for flows see [7] . For any x P N we fix τ x such that 0 ă τ x ă mint|λ i pxq| : λ i pxq ă 0u. There exist a measurable function K : N Ñ p0,`8q and, given any x P N, a local stable manifold W s loc pxq such that: In an analogous way, and of course if the flow has positive Lyapunov exponents, we define local unstable, unstable and weak stable manifolds of x, which are the stable objects for the flow X´t and are denoted respectively by W u loc pxq, W u pxq and W wu pxq. Like in diffeomorphisms these objects vary measurably with the point x and so one can consider hyperbolic blocks HpK, τ q on which both the local invariant manifolds W s loc pxq and W u loc pxq are uniform and vary continuously with x P HpK, τ q.
Oftentimes it is useful to work with the linear Poincaré flow of the vector field X. This linear flow is defined by the projection on the normal subsection of the flow N , formally by P t X ppq :" Π X t ppq˝D X t p where Π X t ppq stands for the projection in the normal fiber N X t ppq at X t ppq. In fact the linear Poincaré flow is the derivative of the Poincaré map of the flow P t X . The following result says that, if X is nonuniformly hyperbolic, then so it is its linear Poincaré flow.
Lemma 2.3. Let X t be a nonuniformly hyperbolic flow associated to the measure µ with invari-
. ' E u j pxq on a µ-generic point x and with associated Lyapunov exponents respectively λ s 1 pxq, ..., λ s i pxq ă 0 and λ u 1 pxq,..., λ u j pxq ą 0. The Lyapunov exponents of P t X pxq associated to the projected decomposition
Proof. Let us consider any µ-generic point x and u P N u k pxqzt 0u, for some k " 1, ..., j, and denote by θ t pxq " >pXpX t pxqq, E u pX t pxthe angle between the flow direction XpX t pxqq and the direction E u pX t pxqq. Then, for some α P R and v P E u k pxq, we have
t log sinpθ t pxqq " 0 which is a consequence of the sub exponential growth of the angle given by the Oseledets theorem (see e.g. [3] ). The calculus for N s k pxq, k " 1, ...i, is analog.
It follows from Pesin's theory (see e.g. [3] ) and Lemma 2.3 that given x P N, thus with negative Lyapunov exponents for the Poincaré map P t X , and fixed τ x such that 0 ă τ x ă mint|λ i pxq| : λ i pxq ă 0u, there exist a measurable functionK : N Ñ p0,`8q and a local stable normal manifold N s loc pxq such that: (i) T x N s loc pxq " N s pxq and (ii) dpP t X pxq, P t X pyqq ďK x e´τ x t dpx, yq, for every y P N s loc pxq. We observe that, in local charts on R d , N s loc pxq is the intersection of W ws pxq with a local small normal section to the flow on x. Now, we proceed to describe the local product structure for non-atomic pX t q t -invariant and ergodic probability measures µ. For that we will recall the existence of tubular neighborhoods (see e.g. [1, 26] ). Given a regular point x P M for the vector field X the tubular neighborhood theorem asserts the existence of a positive δ " δ x ą 0, an open neighborhood U δ x of x, and a diffeomorphism Ψ x : U δ x Ñ p´δ, δqˆBpx, δq Ă RˆR d , Bpx, δq is identified with the ball Bp 0, δq X xp1, 0, ..., 0q K y, where xp1, 0, ..., 0q K y stands for the hyperspace perpendicular to the vector p1, 0..., 0q, such that the vector field X on U δ x is the pull-back of the vector field Y :" p1, 0, . . . , 0q on p´δ, δqˆBpx, δq. More precisely, Y " pΨ x q˚X :" DpΨ x q Ψ´1 x XpΨ´1 x q. In this case the associated flows are conjugated, that is, Y t p¨q " Ψ x pX t pΨ´1 x p¨for t small enough.
So, given x P HpK, τ q and ε ą 0 small enough the size of both invariant manifolds W u loc pX t pyqq and W u loc pX t pyqq have size at least ε for all y P HpK, τ q X U δ x and all t so that X t pyq P U δ x . In consequence, if one considers the section Σ x " Ψ´1 x pt0uˆBpx, δqq through the point x then for any y P HpK, τ q X U δ x the intersection F s y " W ws loc pyq X Σ x (respectively F u y " W wu loc pyq X Σ x ) defines a smooth and long stable (respectively unstable) leaf on Σ x .
Since the angles of strong stable and unstable foliations are bounded away from zero on hyperbolic blocks it is not hard to check that for all y, z P HpK, τ q X U δ x the intersection ry, zs Σx :" F u y &F s z consists of a unique point, provided that δ is small. Set N u x pδq " trx,
x to be a neighborhood of x in HpK, τ q. Then the map
with X tpyq pyq P Σ x is a homeomorphism. We can now define local product structure for flows.
Definition 2.4. A hyperbolic measure µ has local product structure if for every x P supppµq and a small δ ą 0 the measure µ | Nxpδq is equivalent to the product measure µ u xˆµ s xˆL eb, where µ i x denotes the conditional measure of pΥ x q˚pµ | Nxpδon N i x pδq, for i P u, s and Leb stands for the 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure along the flow direction. We denote by µ Σ the marginal measure of µ | Nxpδq on Σ obtained via projection along the flow direction.
Remark 2.5. Our previous computations show that hyperbolic blocks for flows locally contain pieces of orbits. Moreover, it will be important to notice that the previous property implies that, up to reduce Bpx, εq, it will be independent of the size of the tube by the long tubular neighborhood theorem.
Remark 2.6. Our definition does not depend on the smooth cross section through the point. In particular we may assume without loss of generality that local strong stable and unstable manifolds through x are contained in Σ x and consequently F s x Ă W s loc pxq and F u x Ă W u loc pxq. Let us mention that despite the fact that it seems a strong condition, the local product structure property is satisfied by all equilibrium states associated to Hölder continuous potentials and Axiom A flows (see [16] ) and by suspension (semi)flows of maps with a probability measure satisfying the corresponding local product structure of Definition 2.1 in [8] . 1`α pM q pα ą 0q and an f -invariant, ergodic and hyperbolic probability measure µ with local product structure. Then, there exists an open and dense set of maps O in C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq such that for any A P O the cocycle F A has at least one positive Lyapunov exponent at µ-almost every point. Moreover, the complement is a set with infinite codimension.
The following results are related to Problem 6 of [30] and are a continuous-time counterpart of the previous theorem.
Theorem A. Let M be a compact Riemmanian manifold, X t be a C 1`α -flow on M preserving a probability measure µ. Assume that µ is hyperbolic and has local product structure. Then, there exists an open and dense set of maps O in C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq such that for any H P O the cocycle Φ t H has at least one positive Lyapunov exponent at µ-almost every point. Moreover, the complement is a set with infinite codimension.
It follows from the work of Bowen, Ruelle [16] that every C 1`α uniformly hyperbolic flow is (semi)conjugated to a suspension semiflow over a subshift of finite type with an Hölder continuous roof function and that every equilibrium state associated to an Hölder continuous potential has the local product structure. Hence we obtain the following:
Λ a hyperbolic set and µ an equilibrium state for X t | Λ with respect to an Hölder continuous potential: there is an open and dense set of (fiber-bunched) maps O in C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq such that, if H P O, then the cocycle Φ t H has at least one positive Lyapunov exponent at µ-almost every point. Moreover, their complement is a set with infinite codimension.
With respect to Theorem A our assumptions allow us to deal with suspension flows of nonuniformly hyperbolic maps as Benedicks-Carleson quadratic maps, Manneville-Pommeau transformations, Hénon maps or Viana maps, and also with the geometric Lorenz and Rovella-like attractors. Thus, the majority of Hölder continuous cocycles over the flows discussed above have at least one positive Lyapunov exponent. Let us mention that Fanaae [18] proved that an open and dense set of fiber-bunched slpd, Kq-cocycles over Lorenz flows have simple spectrum. Although this result should probably extend to arbitrary suspension flows with hyperbolic countable Markov structure, the fiber-bunching assumption is crucial in the argument.
In comparison one obtains (via perturbative techniques on the space of infinitesimal generators) the existence of at least one positive Lyapunov exponent in the sympectic case spp2ℓ, Kq under weak assumptions, and our theorems are stated with respect to open and dense set of infinitesimal generators while in [18] the author uses a stronger topology on the space of linear differential systems with a strong domination condition. In particular, our results generalize the ones of [18] for Hölder cocycles with values in slp2, Kq " spp2, Kq over the Lorenz flow.
3. Preliminaries 3.1. Hyperbolic and suspension flows. In this subsection we recall some preliminaries on suspension (semi)flows and discuss the local product structure for invariant measures.
3.1.1. Definition. Assume that M 0 is a compact metric space and that f : M 0 Ñ M 0 is measurable. Given an f -invariant probability measure µ and a nonzero roof (or ceiling) function ̺ : M 0 Ñ r0,`8q satisfying ̺ P L 1 pµq we define the suspension semiflow pX t q tě0 over f as given by X t px, sq " px, s`tq acting on the space M " tpx, tq P M 0ˆR0 : 0 ď t ď ̺pxqu{ ", where px, ̺pxqq " pf pxq, 0q. In these coordinates pX t q t coincides with the flow consisting in the displacement along the "vertical" direction. If f is invertible it is not difficult to check that pX t q t defines indeed a flow, moreover pX t q t preserves the probability measureμ " pµˆLebq{ ş ̺ dµ. Furthermore, observe thatμ is uniquely defined by the previous expression as long as the roof function ̺ is bounded away from zero. 3.1.2. Hyperbolic flows. Let M be a closed Riemannian manifold and X t : M Ñ M a smooth flow. Let also Λ Ď M be a compact and X t -invariant set. We say that a flow X t : Λ Ñ Λ is uniformly hyperbolic if there exists a DX t -invariant and continuous splitting T Λ N " E´'X'Eà nd constants C ą 0 and 0 ă θ 1 ă 1 such that
for every x P M . Uniformly hyperbolic flows have been well studied since the 1970's and, in particular, their geometric structure is very well understood. It follows from the work of Bowen, Sinai and Ruelle [16, 15, 28] that hyperbolic flows admit finite Markov partitions and that are semi-conjugated to suspension flows over a hyperbolic map: there exists a subshift of finite type T : Σ Ñ Σ, an Hölder continuous roof function ̺ : Σ Ñ R and an Hölder continuous surjective transformation p : ΛpT, τ q Ñ M such that pX t q t is semi-conjugated to the suspension flow G t : ΛpT, τ q Ñ ΛpT, τ q given by G t px, sq " px, t`sq, where ΛpT, rq " tpx, tq : x P Σ, 0 ď t ď ̺pxqu{ ", and " is an equivalence relation that identifies the pairs px, ̺pxqq and pT pxq, 0q. In fact, X t˝p " p˝G t for every t, the cubes C i " pppx, tq : x P r0; is, 0 ď t ď ̺pxqq are proper sets, and p is injective in a residual subset with full measure with respect to any open invariant probability measure. We say that the flow pX t q t exhibits a Markov partition R whose rectangles are given by R i " ppr0; isˆt 0uq. We refer the reader to Chernov's expository paper [17] for a detailed explanation of the theory. In addition, it follows from the thermodynamical formalism for hyperbolic flows established in the mid 1970's (see [16] ) that there exists a unique equilibrium state µ ϕ with respect to any fixed Hölder continuous potential ϕ : Λ Ñ R. Moreover, µ ϕ is obtained as a suspension of a T -invariant measure µ T with the usual local product structure (see e.g. Definition 2.1 in [8] ).
3.2.
Regularity and Lyapunov exponents of induced cocycles. In this subsection we describe the topology in the class of Hamiltonian linear differential systems and recall both the regularity and the Lyapunov spectrum of the time-t map associated to the solution of the Hamiltonian linear system. We endow C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq with the C r,ν -topology defined using the norm
where H P C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq and x, y P M . Let us also mention that for the proofs it is enough to consider the case when ν " 1 (i.e. H Lipschitz). In fact, if H is ν-Hölder continuous with respect to the metric dp¨,¨q then it is Lipschitz with respect to the metric dp¨,¨q ν . Hence, up to a change of metric we may assume that H is Lipschitz and we will do so throughout the paper. Our starting point is to obtain that the cocycle Φ t H pxq is also Lipschitz continuous.
Lemma 3.1. Given any t P R and H P C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq there exists C 1 " C 1 pt, Hq ą 0 such that, for all y, z P M , we have }Φ t H pyq´Φ t H pzq} ď C 1 dpy, zq.
Proof. Assume for simplicity that t ą 0 the computation for a negative iterate t is analogous. Since Φ t H pxq is a solution of the differential equation B t uptq " HpX t pxqq¨uptq we obtain that
for all t. Therefore, it follows from Gronwall's inequality (see e.g. [26] ) that }Φ t H pxqv} ď e }H}|t| }v} for all t P R and v P R 2ℓ . Moreover, since H is Lipschitz there exists K ą 0 so that Applying again Gronwall's lemma it follows that }Φ t H pyqv´Φ T H pzqv} ď e 2|t|}H} }v}K dpy, zq and, consequently, we obtain that for all y, z P M }Φ t H pyq´Φ t H pzq} ď e 2t}H} K dpy, zq, which proves the lemma.
The next result relates the Lyapunov spectrum of cocycles with the induced one.
Lemma 3.2. Given a measurable map f : M Ñ M , an f -invariant, ergodic probability measure µ and a roof function ̺ : M Ñ r0,`8q with ̺ P L 1 pµq let X t be the suspension semiflow and µ " pµˆLebq{ ş ̺ dµ be an invariant probability measure. Given H P C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq the cocycle pΦ t H ,μq has a non-zero Lyapunov exponent if and only if the same property holds for the cocycle pΨ H , µq over f given by Ψ H pxq " Φ ̺pxq H pxq. Proof. Since µ is ergodic, then the X t -invariant probability measureμ is also ergodic and the largest Lyapunov exponent λ`pΦ t H ,μq for the time-continuous cocycle Φ t H is given by λ`pΦ t H ,μq " lim tÑ`8 1 t log }Φ t H pxq} forμ-a.e. x. Moreover, by construction ofμ, it follows from the Birkhoff ergodic theorem and ergodicity of µ that lim nÑ`8
In particular, since ̺pzq denotes the first Poincaré hitting time of a point z PM to the global section Mˆt0u then for µ-almost every z PM one has that z 0 " X ̺pzq pzq satisfies
where λ`pΨ H , µq denotes the maximum Lyapunov exponent of the cocycle Ψ H with respect to µ. In particular the largest Lyapunov exponent of Φ t H with respect to µ is zero if and only the same holds for Ψ H with respect to µ. Similar computations prove the same for the lowest Lyapunov exponent λ´pΦ t H , µq " lim tÑ`8 1 t log }Φ t H pxq´1}´1 forμ-a.e. x. This finishes the proof of the lemma.
Hamiltonian linear differential systems over suspension flows
In this section we prove Theorem A in the case of symplectic cocycles over nonuniformly hyperbolic suspension flows. Since the general case is more involving but uses some of these arguments, this intermediate step from discrete-time to suspension flows will be useful to the reader. As a consequence we will deduce Corollary 2.8 on symplectic cocycles over nonuniformly hyperbolic flows. The strategy to deal with Hamiltonian linear differential systems over suspension flows is to make a reduction to the discrete-time setting, in which case we consider an induced cocycle in the fiber that also depends on the roof function. It is here that we need to require the roof function to be bounded (recall Lemma 3.2). Moreover, an extra difficulty is caused since our perturbations are in the space of Hamiltonian linear differential system H P C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq as the infinitesimal generators of the fundamental solutions Φ t H over the flow pX t q t . One of the main difficulties is really to analyze the variation of the holonomies for the cocycle Ψ H as a function of the infinitesimal generators H.
So, given a compact Riemannian manifold M 0 , a C 1`α diffeomorphism f : M 0 Ñ M 0 endowed with an invariant and ergodic hyperbolic measure µ with local product structure and ̺ : M 0 Ñ r0,`8q a Hölder continuous roof function which is bounded away from zero (without loss of generality assume the height is larger than one), we consider the corresponding suspension flow pX t q tě0 over f acting on the space M " tpx, tq P M 0ˆR0 : 0 ď t ď ̺pxqu{ ", where px, ̺pxqq " pf pxq, 0q, was described before in §3.1. It is clear from the definition that the pX t q t -invariant probability measureμ " pµˆLebq{ ş ̺ dµ has the local product structure.
4.1.
A reduction to the base dynamics. Our strategy to deal with suspension flows is to make a reduction of the dynamics, cocycle and invariant measures by an inducing process. pyq} ď e K̺ 1 C|̺pyq´̺pxq| ď C 1 dpx, yq for some positive constants C, C 1 . This proves the lemma.
In the remaining of this section we assume that H P C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq is such that all the Lyapunov exponents for Φ t H with respect toμ are equal to zero. It follows from Lemma 3.2 that the discrete-time cocycle Ψ H over pf, µq has only zero Lyapunov exponents. So, there exist constants K, τ, N, θ such that 3θ ă τ and the holonomy block O " HpK, τ q X D Ψ H pN, θq Ă Σ, for the cocycle Ψ H , has positive µ-measure. In consequence we obtain from [8, Proposition 4.2] the existence of unstable holonomies. More precisely, Corollary 4.2. For every x P O and y P W u loc pxq Ă Σ, there exists C 1 ą 0 and a symplectic linear transformation L u H,x,y : txuˆP K 2ℓ Ñ tyuˆP K 2ℓ such that:
H pyq´1 for all j P Z for every x, y, z in the same local unstable manifold.
Notice the Poincaré return map f on the global cross-section Σ preserves µ with the local product structure property. For any positive measure holonomy block O and for all x P supppµ | Oq let N x pO, δq, N u x pO, δq and N s x pO, δq be the induced neighborhoods of x in O with local product structure defined similarly as before. Moreover, by some abuse of notation, when no confusion is possible on the Hamiltonian H we shall denote by h s x,y and h u x,y the projectivization of the stable and unstable holonomies, respectively.
4.1.2.
Invariant measures reduction to the base dynamics. Now we relate invariant measures for the original and induced cocycles. Let pϕ t H q t denote the cocycle over pX t q t projectivized from pΦ t H q t and we will also denote by ψ H the projectivized cocycle obtained from Ψ H . Lemma 4.3. Let m be a pϕ t H q t -invariant probability measure such that Π˚m "μ and m " ş M m z dμpzq be a disintegration of m. Then pϕ t H pzqq˚m z " m X t pzq for µ-almost every z P Σ and all 0 ď t ď ̺pzq.
Proof. Notice that, by construction, tpx, ̺pxqq : x P M 0 u Ă M is a zeroμ-measure set and, consequently,μptpx, tq P M 0ˆR0 : 0 ď t ă ̺pxquq " 1. Moreover, the family ptzuˆr0, ̺pzzPΣ defines a measurable partition of the previous set in the sense of Rokhlin. The same holds for the partition into points of each segment of orbit tzuˆr0, ̺pzqq. Therefore, given any pϕ t H q tinvariant probability measure m such that Π˚m "μ there exists aμ-almost everywhere defined family of probability measures pm X t pzzPΣ,tPr0,̺pzqq such that supppm X t pzĂ tX t pzquˆP K 2ℓ and m " ş m X t pzq dμ. More precisely, usingμ " pµˆLebq{ ş ̺ dµ one can write
for all measurable sets E Ă MˆP K 2ℓ . By invariance of m, for all t P R we get that pϕ t H q˚m " m and, since any two disintegrations of the same probability measure coincide almost everywhere we get m X t pzq " pϕ t H pzqq˚m z for µ-almost every z P Σ and Lebesgue almost every t P r0, ̺pzqq. Finally, just observe that one can consider on each fiber tzuˆr0, ̺pzqq for the disintegration the elements given by t Þ Ñ pϕ t H pzqq˚m z , that vary continuously with t in the weak˚topology. 4.2. Continuous disintegration and criterion for non-zero Lyapunov exponents. Here we just collect some of the previous ingredients and prove that all zero Lyapunov exponents for the time-continuous cocycle ϕ t H over pX t ,μq implies on a rigid condition on the disintegration of ψ H -invariant measures. Throughout, let m be a a pϕ t H q t -invariant probability measure such that Π˚m "μ.
Lemma 4.4. The measure m is completely determined by a probability measure m Σ on ΣˆP K 2ℓ such that pψ H q˚m Σ " m Σ and Π˚m Σ " µ.
Proof. Lemma 4.3 implies that m is completely determined by probability measures pm z q zPΣ . Moreover, it is clear from the invariance condition that m Σ " ş m z dµ is ψ H -invariant, because we have pϕ t H pzqq˚m z " m X t pzq for all 0 ď t ă ̺pzq and continuity in the weak˚topology. On the one hand, since Π˚m "μ, for any measurable cylinder E " E 1ˆr 0, bs contained in tpz, tq : z P M 0 and 0 ď t ă ̺pzqu we get
On the other hand, using the invariance condition pϕ t H pzqq˚m z " m X t pzq then one can write
Therefore for the set E as above we get
By continuity, it follows that pϕ ̺pzq H q˚m z " m f pzq for µ-almost every z and consequently we have pψ H pzqq˚m z " m f pzq for µ-almost every z. This shows that pψ H q˚m Σ " m Σ and Π˚m Σ " µ, finishing the proof of the lemma.
This put us in a position to make use of Proposition 4.3 in [8] applied to the cocycle ψ H that yields the following immediate consequence (a similar result holds for unstable holonomies):
Corollary 4.5. Let O be a positive µ-measure holonomy block, consider x P supppµ | Oq and set the neighborhoods N x pO, δq of x as above. Then, every ψ H -invariant probability measure m Σ with Π˚m Σ " µ admits a continuous disintegration on supppµ | N x pO, δqq. Moreover, for all y, z, w P supppµ | N x pO, δqq such that y, z belong to the same strong-stable local manifold and z, w belong to the same strong-unstable local manifold.
Let O be a positive µ-measure holonomy block for a cocycle Ψ H and let x P supppµ | Oq be as above. By continuity of the disintegration and Lemma 4.4 in [8] , if m Σ is an ψ H -invariant probability measure such that Π˚m Σ " µ and p P supppµ | N x pO, δqq is a periodic point of period π for f then Ψ π H ppq˚m p " m p and, in addition, if Ψ π H ppq has all real and distinct eigenvalues, then there exist elements tv i u i"1...2ℓ in P K 2ℓ and a probability vector tα i u i"1...2ℓ such that In the present section we show that for any given Hamiltonian linear differential system and any small perturbation of the symplectomorphism given by the time-one map of its solution, there exists a Hamiltonian linear differential system close to the original one which realizes the perturbation map (cf. Lemma 4.6 below). Given S P spp2ℓ, Kq, we can view S as the time-one map of the linear flow solution of the linear variational equation 9 uptq " Sptq¨uptq with initial condition up0q " id. In other words, uptq " Φ t S is solution of 9 uptq " Sptq¨uptq, and Φ 1 S " S. Since, by Gronwall's inequality we have
we say that S P spp2ℓ, Kq is δ-C r,ν -close to identity if S is δ-C r,ν -small, i.e., }S} r,ν ă δ.
Lemma 4.6. Let be given H P C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq over a flow X t : M Ñ M , any nonperiodic point x P M (or periodic with period ą 1) and ε ą 0. There exists δ " δpH, εq ą 0 such that if S P spp2ℓ, Kq is isotopic to the identity and δ-C r,ν -close to id, then there exists H 0 P C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq satisfying:
Proof. By the tubular flowbox theorem (see [1, 26] ) there exists a smooth change of coordinates so that there exists a local conjugacy of X on a neighborhood of the segment of orbit tX t pxq : t P r0, 1su to a constant vector field on R d where d " 2ℓ " dimpM q. With this assumption we consider x " 0 and tX t pxq : t P r0, 1su " tpt, 0, ..., 0q P R d : t P r0, 1su Ă . The perturbation will be performed in the cylinder C " Bp 0, ρqˆr0, 1s " tX t pBp 0, ρqq : t P r0, 1su. Using the fact that M is compact we can take
Fix any ε ą 0 and choose δ :" ε 6K 3 . Consider an isotopy S t P spp2ℓ, Kq,t P r0, 1s, such that: (1) S t " p1´tqid`tS; (2) S t is the solution of the linear variational equation B t uptq " Sptq¨uptq with infinitesimal generator S :" S 1 t " S´id satisfying the inequality
Consider a C 8 bump-function α : r0, 8rÑ r0, 1s, with αpsq " 0 if s ě ρ and αpsq " 1 if s P r0, ρ{2s. Given z P Bp 0, ρq consider the linear isotopy S t pzq P spp2ℓ, Kq, t P r0, 1s, between S 0 pzq " id and S 1 pzq " αp}z} 2 qS obtained as solution of the equation B t upt, zq " Spt, zq¨upt, zq with infinitesimal generator S satisfying }Spt, zq} r,ν :" sup 0ďjďr sup tPr0,1s
Then, if Υ t pzq " Φ t H pzqαp}z}qS t pzq and we consider time derivatives one notices that
where P pX t pzqq " Φ t H pzqSpt, zqpΦ t H pzqq´1 in the flowbox coordinates pz, tq P C " Bp 0, ρqˆr0, 1s and outside the flowbox cylinder C we let P " r0s. Consequently Υ t is a solution of the equation B t upt, zq " H 0 pX t pzq¨upt, zq with initial condition the identity, where H 0 pX t pzqq " HpX t pzqq`P pX t pzqq for all t P r0, 1s and z P Bp 0, ρq. Notice also that
Using this, we claim that S :" pS t q 1 pS t q´1 P spp2ℓ, Rq for all t and z and, consequently, P pX t pzqq P spp2ℓ, Rq. It is enough to prove that JS`S T J " 0. Since for any S P spp2ℓ, Rq we have the symplectic identities J´1 " J T "´J, S T JS " J and S´1 " J´1S T J then
which proves our claim. Second, we will prove condition (a) of the conclusions of the lemma, i.e., that }H 0´H } r,ν ă ε or, equivalently, that }P } r,ν ă ε. We will perform the computations for r " 0 with all the details. For r P N we can estimate easily using the chain rule and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Whenever we consider points x, y in the tubular flowbox C (the support of the perturbation) we write them in the flowbox coordinates x " pz, tq, y " pw, sq, where t, s P r0, 1s and z, w P Bp 0, ρq.
We shall estimate P in both coordinates and then the estimates on }P } 0,ν " }P } ν can be obtained on Bp 0, ρqˆr0, 1s by means of a triangular inequality argument.
If z t , w t inside the same laminar section in C, i.e., z t " pz, tq and w t " pw, tq then using (4.4) it follows that probability measure m Σ with Π˚m Σ " µ admits a continuous disintegration. Moreover, denoting by h s H,p,z the projectivization of the stable holonomy for the cocycle Ψ H over f and by h u H,q,z the projectivization of the unstable holonomy for the cocycle Ψ H over f we get m z " ph s H,p,z q˚m p and m z " ph u H,q,z q˚m q (4.6)
for some points q, z, p such that p, z belong to the same strong-stable local manifold and z, q belong to the same strong-unstable local manifold. Now, as in the discrete case we intend to deal with k periodic orbits p i and perform k disjoint supported perturbations H i which are different form H exactly in U τ f π i pz i q , where π i is the period of p i and z i its associated heteroclinic orbit. We observe that once we let H i " H outside U τ f π i pz i q and noting that z i is homoclinic with p i and q i there is no way for us to interfere on the unstable holonomy, thus L u
. Actually, we can be more precise because, since the perturbation is performed in U τ f π i pz i q , we have L s
. Now, using (4.2) we obtain
Notice that the sets U τ f π i pz i q are pairwise disjoint, so we define H 0 to be equal to
pz i qs´1 pe i q, does not belong to any subspace generated by proper subsets of W . Finally, the perturbation H 0 will be such that for all i we have
Together with Corollary 4.5 this implies that Ψ H 0 has at least one non-zero Lyapunov exponent and proves that the set of linear differential systems in C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq over suspension flows with bounded roof function and with at least one non-zero Lyapunov exponent is an open and dense set.
Hamiltonian linear differential systems: General case
In this section we prove Theorem A in the case of Hamiltonian skew-product flows over general nonuniformly hyperbolic flows. Some of the main differences with the case of suspension flows is that typically strong stable and unstable foliations are not jointly integrable and, consequently, one cannot a priori build global cross sections and apply directly the results concerning holonomy invariance for discrete time maps. In fact, not only the construction of good return time map is also more involving as one needs to prove that good hypebolicity properties are inherited by projection of the local dynamics to the local cross section.
The strategy here is to prove that nonuniform hyperbolicity for the flow yields some nonuniform hyperbolicity of the Poincaré first return map to some local smooth cross-section (recall Lemma 2.3). Then, one induced a discrete-time cocycle and reproduce the ideas from the suspension flow setting back in Section 4. The key arguments are to define properly an invertible return map with nonuniform hyperbolicity and to keep track of the local product structure.
As before we endow C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq with the C r,ν -topology defined using the norm
where H P C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq and x, y P M .
5.1.
Non-uniform hyperbolicity for the flow and hyperbolicity for local Poincaré maps. Let us consider a smooth flow X t : M Ñ M preserving a hyperbolic and ergodic probability measureμ with local product structure as in Definition 2.4. By Pesin theory, there exists aμ-full measure set P and measurable functions K : P Ñ p0,`8q and τ : P Ñ p0,`8q so that for any given x P P there is a well defined local stable manifold W s loc pxq such that T x W s loc pxq " E s x and dpX t pyq, X t pzqq ď K x e´τ x t dpy, zq, for every y, z P W s loc pxq and t ě 0. Similar property holds for local unstable manifolds.
Therefore, given positive constants K, τ the points in the hyperbolic block HpK, τ q are such that both the local invariant manifolds W s loc pxq and W u loc pxq have uniform size, uniform contraction on W s loc pxq, uniform backward contraction on W u loc pxq and vary continuously with x P HpK, τ q. In particular, if X denotes the vector field associated to pX t q t , i.e. Xpxq :" B t X t pxq| t"0 , then the angle between the vector Xpxq and any of the subspaces E s x or E u x varies continuously in HpK, τ q and consequently is bounded away from zero on the hyperbolic block. We proceed to build some projective hyperbolicity on some transversal cross-section to the flow.
Lemma 5.1. Let Λ be a positiveμ-measure subset for the flow pX t q t . Given a regular point x P supppμ | Λ q there exists a smooth local cross section Σ to the flow at x and a tubular neighborhood U δ
x of x such thatμ-almost every y P U δ x has infinitely many returns to Λ X U δ x . Proof. Let x P supppμ | Λ q for some set Λ such thatμpΛq ą 0 andμ-invariant with respect to X t , then for any open set V x containing x we haveμpV x q ą 0. Since x is regular we can consider, in local charts, a small cross section Σ to Xpxq, say normal to Xpxq. Moreover, we have that the tubular neighborhood U δ x of x defined by U δ x :" tX t pD x q : t P p´δ, δqu, where δ ą 0 and D x is a ball in the normal section to Xpxq centered in x, is such thatμpU δ x q ą 0. Observe that, in a neighborhood of x, we can decompose the measureμ intoμ " µˆLeb where µ Σ denote the measure induced byμ on Σ by the projection π along the flow direction determined by the tubular flow neighborhood and Leb is the length. Now, Poincaré recurrence assures thatμ-a.e. y P U δ x , or equivalently µ-a.e. z P D x , has infinitely many returns. Taking into account the previous result we can define by means of the tubular neighborhood theorem a time T ą 0 and a smooth function t : Σ 0 Ñ p´δ, δq such that the Poincaré first return map f Σ : Σ 0 Ñ Σ is well defined by f Σ pyq " X T`tpyq pyq in some open neighborhood Σ 0 Ă Σ of x in the section. If Λ Ă HpK, τ q is a subset of a hyperbolic block, then one can define the foliations F s and F u for all y, z P HpK, τ q X U δ x and the intersection ry, zs Σx :" F u y &F s z consists of a unique point, provided that δ is small. Moreover, by construction the foliations are invariant by the Poincaré map f Σ .
Let µ Σ be as in Lemma 5.1. The measure µ Σ is clearly invariant by f Σ . Then, by construction, not only x P supppµ Σ | Λ q as by the local product structure we have that µ Σ is equivalent to the product measure µ u xˆµ s x , where µ i x are the conditional measures on F i x . Moreover, Proposition 5.2. Consider a positiveμ-measure set Λ Ă HpK, τ q. Given a regular point x P supppμ | Λ q there exists a smooth local cross section Σ and positive constants K 1 , τ 1 , such that for µ Σ -almost every z P Σ we have dpf n Σ pyq, f n Σ pzqq ď K 1 e´τ 1 n dpy, zq for all n ě 1 and every y, z in F s z . Similar statement holds for F u z with respect to f´1 Σ . Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.3 and the subsequent paragraph.
5.2.
Fiber-bunching for cocycles over Poincaré return maps. Until the remaining of this section let f Σ be a Poincaré return map that has a "good" hyperbolic structure on the foliations F s and F u . We consider the discrete-time induced cocycle over pf Σ , µ Σ q for x P Σ 0 as
It is not hard to see that Ψ H is Lipschitz continuous and that pΦ t H ,μq has only zero Lyapunov exponents if and if only if the same property holds also for the cocycle pΨ H , µ Σ q. In fact, Lemma 5.3. Assume that λ`pH, µq " 0, that is, Φ t H has only zero Lyapunov exponents. Then for every ε ą 0 there exists T, θ such that µpD H pT, θqq ą 1´ε.
Proof. Since it is analogous to Corollary 2.4 in [30] we leave the details to the reader.
We proceed to build stable and unstable holonomies for points in the same leaf of the foliations. Given H P C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq, N ą 0 and θ ą 0, consider the set D H pN, θq of points x P M satisfying
and the dual relation for Φ´T H with relation to X´T . Let O be a holonomy block for H for f Σ if it is a compact subset of HpK, τ q X D H pN, θq for some constants K, τ, T, θ satisfying 3θ ă τ . Observe that domination is an open condition for the cocycle and this enables to obtain strongstable and strong-unstable foliations for all nearby cocycles. More precisely, using that the foliations F s and F u inherit the hyperbolicity from the hyperbolic block (possibly with some larger constants) we prove the existence of holonomies similarly to the discrete-time setting. In fact, the same ideas as in [8, Proposition 4.2] yields that:
Proposition 5.4. For every x P O and y, z P F u x , there exists C 2 ą 0 and a symplectic linear transformation L u H,x,y : tyuˆP
.., d´1, ℓ ą 1 and χ ą 0 we denote by Λ k χ,ℓ the set of points x P M defining a Pesin hyperbolic block cf. [20, §2] but with respect to the decomposition of the normal bundle at
is the hyperbolic block with index k, Lyapunov exponent χ j , and constant ℓ j , where µpY i Λ i j q tends to 1, and χ j and ℓ j tend to 8 as j Ñ`8. Since we assume an ergodic base flow we have a constant index k and thus omit it from now on, that is Λ χ,ℓ " Kpℓ, χq using the notation in §2.1. We are in conditions to present the statement of [20, Main Lemma pp. 154] but for the flow context. Theorem 5.6. (Katok's shadowing lemma for flows) Fixed any j ě 1 (thus χ j ą 0 and ℓ j ą 1), there exist positive numbers K, τ , ρ and T , such that given δ ą 0, there exists ε " εpd, j, δq ą 0 where the following holds: if for a given z P Λ j andπ ą 0 we have Xπpzq P Λ j and also dpz, Xπpzqq ă ε, then there exists p " ppzq P M such that:
(1) (closing) p is closed of period π P pπ´T,π`T q, i.e. X π ppq " p; (2) (shadowing) dpX t ppq, X t pzqq ă δ for all t P r0, πs; (3) (hyperbolicity) p is hyperbolic for the linear Poincaré flow P π X ppq; (4) (uniform hyperbolicity) the eigenvalues α of P π X ppq satisfy | log |α|| ą πτ ; (5) (stable manifold) for all t ą 0 and x, y P W s loc ppq we have dpX t pxq, X t pyqq ă Ke´τ t dpx, yq; (6) (unstable manifold) for all t ą 0 and x, y P W u loc ppq we have dpX´tpxq, X´tpyqq ă Ke´τ t dpx, yq; (7) (uniform size) both W s loc ppq and W u loc ppq have size larger than ρ and (8) (transversality) for all points w P Λ j in a ρ-neighborhood of z, there exist small t w , s w P R, such that we have that W s loc ppq intersects W u loc pX tw pwqq at exactly one point and W u loc ppq intersects W s loc pX sw pwqq at exactly one point.
Next result is the continuous-time version of Proposition 4.7 from [8] . Let us assume that µpM 0 q ą 0 where M 0 :" tx P M : λ`pH, µq " 0u.
Proposition 5.7. Givenε ą 0 and k ě 2 there exists a holonomy blockÕ for H so that µpM 0 zÕq ăε, distinct dominated periodic points tp i u k i"1 inÕ and a Hamiltonian linear differential systemH P C r,ν pM, spp2ℓ, Kqq such that the following properties hold:
(1) W u loc pp i q&W s loc pp i`1 q " H consists of one point for all 1 ď i ď k; (2) p i P supppµ |Õ X X´π i pÕqq, where π i denotes the period of p i ; (3) }A´B} r,ν ăε; (4) the Lyapunov spectrum of B π i pp i q is real and simple.
Finally, the set of cocycles B satisfying (1), (2) and (4) is open in the C r,ν -topology.
Proof. The strategy to obtain (1) and (2) We will divide the proof in small steps for the reader's convenience.
Step 1: Given j (i.e. χ j and ℓ j ) such that µpM 0 zΛ j q ăε{2, we fix K, τ , ρ and T as in Theorem 5.6. Let θ ą 0 be such that 3θ ă τ . The Lemma 5.3 assures that for µ-a.e. x P M 0 there exists T ą 0 such that x P D H pT, θq. Choose T large enough so that µpM 0 zD H pT, θqq ăε{2. We take a holonomy block defined by O " Λ j X D H pT, θq such that µpM 0 zOq ăε and µpOq ą 0;
Step 2: Fixing ε ą 0, we find k distinct points tz i u k i"1 Ă M and tπ i u k i"1 Ă R such that z i and X π i pz i q are in Bpx, ρ{2q, dpz i , X π i pz iă ε and z i P supppµ|O X X´π i pOqq. We may assume also that all z i 's are at a distance larger than a fixed r ą 0. Now, we are in condition to apply Theorem 5.6 and complete part (1) of the lemma;
Step 3: Given δ " r{2, there exists ε " εpd, j, δq ą 0 given by Theorem 5.6 such that when feeding Step 2 with this ε the following holds: if for a given z i P O andπ i ą 0 we have Xπ i pz i q P O and also dpz i , Xπ i pz iă ε, then there exists distinct p i " p i pz i q P M such that:
(1) p i is closed of period π i P pπ i´T ,π i`T q, i.e. X π i pp i q " p i ; (2) dpX t pp i q, X t pz iă δ for all t P r0, π i s; (3) p i is hyperbolic for the linear Poincaré flow P π i X pp i q; (4) the eigenvalues α of P π i X pp i q satisfy | log |α|| ą π i τ ; (5) for all t ą 0 and x, y P W s loc pp i q we have dpX t pxq, X t pyqq ă Ke´τ t dpx, yq; (6) for all t ą 0 and x, y P W u loc pp i q we have dpX´tpxq, X´tpyqq ă Ke´τ t dpx, yq; (7) both W s loc pp i q and W u loc pp i q have size larger than ρ and (8) for all points w P O in a ρ-neighborhood of z i there exist small t w , s w P R, such that we have that W s loc ppq intersects W u loc pX tw pwqq at exactly one point and W u loc ppq intersects W s loc pX sw pwqq at exactly one point.
Step 4: Now we will prove part (2) of the lemma. We start to define the subsetÕ. By Step 2 we have z i P supppµ|O X X´π i pOqq, so define a compact set O i such that O i Ă Bpz i , νq X O and X π i pO i q Ă BpX π i pz i q, νq X O for some very small ν ą 0. Using the transversality given in (h) of Step 3 we obtain that, for any w P O i , there exist t w , s w such that W s loc pp i q intersects W u loc pX tw pwqq at exactly one point and W u loc pp i q intersects W s loc pX π i`sw pwqq. Let Γ s i Ă W s loc pp i q, respectively Γ u i Ă W u loc pp i q, stand for those intersections. Now, for all k, l P N, we define Γ u i pkq " X´π i k pΓ u i q and Γ s i plq " X π i l pΓ s i q. A standard λ-lemma argument assures that, for any k, l, the local stable manifolds of points in Γ u i pkq intersects in a transversal uniform way the local unstable manifold set of points in Γ s i plq. Let O i pk, lq denote that intersection. We fatten O i pk, lq by a time t where t :" 1 2 mintt w , s w u and w P O i (for all i) and we letÔ i pk, lq :" Y sPr´t,ts X s pO i pk, lqq. Finally, we define the setÕ by:Õ :" O ď k`lě1Ô i pk, lq.
Observe that µpM 0 zÕq ă ε. Figure 1 of [30] is a nice illustration of what is happening inside a Poincaré section of the closed orbit p i .
Step 5: We obtain thatÕ displays uniform hyperbolic rates. More precisely, that there exists K 1 ą K such that points x, y in the local invariant manifolds of any ξ PÕ satisfy the inequalities: dpX t pxq, X t pyqq ă K 1 e´τ t dpx, yq and dpX´tpxq, X´tpyqq ă K 1 e´τ t dpx, yq. The key ingredient is the continuity of the invariant manifolds (see [30, Lemma 4.9] ) and the stability, on small segments of orbits, of the local product structure.
Step 6: Now we show thatÕ is still a holonomy block. That is, there exists θ 1 ą θ (but such that 3θ 1 ă τ ) such thatÕ Ă D H pT, θ 1 q. The arguments are like the ones in [30, Lemma 4.10] and we leave the details to the reader.
Step 7: Finally, we just have to prove that p i P supppµ |Õ X X´π i pÕqq. We observe that for any k, l ą 0 we have
We claim that, for all k`l ě 1, µpÔ i pk, lqq ą 0. It is sufficient to show that µ uˆµs pO i pk, lqq ą 0 where this measure was treated in Definition 2.4 and this can be achieved by borrowing the arguments in [30, Lemma 4.11] . We get that p i is accumulated by sets O i pk, lq, thus by setŝ O i pk, lq, and which are insideÕ. Using (5.3) we get that the sets O i pk, lq are also inside X´π i pO Y k`lě1 O i pk, lqq. Therefore, p i P supppµ |Õ X X´π i pÕqq and (2) is proved.
Step 8: In order to obtain (3) and (4) we proceed as in the proof of Proposition 4.7 from [8] but using the Lemma 4.6 in §4.3 which is the Hamiltonian perturbation tool which allows us to perform the continuous-time perturbation in the vein of the one in the proof of Proposition 4.7 from [8] .
5.4. Proof of Theorem A for general flows. The strategy follows the same steps as in §4 (continuous-time case with suspension flow in the base). There are essentially three main novelty key points: ‚ obtaining the closed orbits which was performed in §5.3; ‚ the reduction of the study of hyperbolicity on the normal cross sections cf. §5.1 and ‚ the using of the induced return cocycle described in §5.2. We begin by using the construction developed in §5.3 in order to obtain a large quantity of closed orbits near x P supppµ | Oq where O is a positive µ-measure holonomy block. Of course that those closed orbits can be seen as closed orbits associated to the Poincaré map P t X in a cross section Σ and very near from x.
Then, since those closed orbits are hyperbolic we have large leaves F u and F s . Hence, we can use the λ-lemma and build horseshoes and thus, a symbolic dynamics obtaining closed orbits with very large period which can be turn, via the perturbation Lemma 4.6, into closed orbits with real and simple spectrum cf. Proposition 5.7 (see also the final part of the proof in Proposition 4.7 from [8] ).
Finally, the usual type of perturbation is done to break the holonomy. We use the definition of domination (in (5.2)) with respect to the induced cocycle Ψ H defined in (5.1). Moreover, we act with the holonomies along the foliations F s and F u cf. Proposition 5.4. The perturbation is carried out using Lemma 4.6 and intend to spoil the action of the induced cocycle Ψ H defined in (5.1) and it is quite similar to the one performed in the Section 4. We observe that the perturbation of the Hamiltonian linear differential system is done in a small flowbox tubular neighborhood T of a given heteroclinic point z, forward asymptotic with the closed orbit p and backward asymptotic with the closed orbit q (recall §4.4). For this reason our perturbation of the stable holonomy cannot interfere with the unstable holonomy which remain with the same action because Y tą0 X t pT q is far from the backward iterates of T .
